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These were the first words of my professor this semester, and now (after the course) I completely

agree:"This is an awful book to try and learn from. It is highly technical and hard to read\understand.

It will be useful later on as a reference to you."I went the entire semester learning from the

professor, who usually didn't use the text, as it is very wordy/technical. He taught in a way that was

easy to grasp and communicated the basics. Comparing the material I learned (in layman's terms)

to the extremely technical jargon that this text used was uncomfortable.If you are trying to learn,

stay away from this book.if you need a reference book, this is probably good for you.

Really good book would recommend for all college students or independent learners. The author

does a great job in making his book self contained. Although it is an advance calculus book you will

find a lot of basic calculus such as differential equations really well explained. All in all it wasnt too

difficult to follow if you have some sort of passion in the field of mathematics (By this I mean that

you don't terribly hate math) :)

I need this book for a diff eq class; the professor is quite intelligent, but not very good at lecturing. I

find that listening to a lecture and then going back to the book for a clear presentation of the day's

material is excellent. If one is the kind of person to learn from a book, then I would recommend the

book to him. Derivations are presented clearly and with explanations in between steps. Both a good

pedagogical and reference book.

The book is pretty good. Chapter 4 (Laplace transforms) is very clear and has many examples and

practice problems. Chapters 12 and 13, not so sure. I feel like the authors could have done better.

Chapter 8 on linear algebra was confusing at times. Overall, this is a great book for engineering



students. Would recommend anyone to buy this book.

I need ed this book for my class honestly it will be used for reference more than anything else. It is

quite dense but if you already have some math background (which if you are looking at this book is

a high probability) it should be fine. Covers modeling using Laplace, ODE, and PDE, also, Fourier

Transforms. I will be using this for a full quarter and on more then likely I will keep it for ever and

ever lol

this book does a great job at explaining concepts for Engineering mathematics for the most part. I've

only encountered two sections within a chapter that were difficult to understand because of the

reading. However, if you need to learn Laplace Transforms, Matrix, or DE this book does a good job

at explaining these concepts.

I have self studying . The textbook is great!.the author explains slow n good explaination to each

problem. I was went thru a severe stroke, the author makes is possible to understand high advance

mathematics. I am pleased as a electrical engineer major. Thanks.

good engineering analysis book
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